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ROCK-SOLID CONSTRUCTION * Outside is constructed of 16-gauge 
steel. * Soft foam on the inside protects valuables. * High-Strength lock 
mechanism performs reliably, time after time. 
 
 
 



	  

GunVault Bio Multi-Vault Biometric Pistol 
Safe Product Info 

GunVault Bio Multi-Vault Biometric Pistol Safe GVB2000 is a 
fingerprint-access gun cabinet equipped with two shelving units, 
made to keep handguns and valuables secure with a high-tech 
entry system and solid construction. GunVault Bio Gun Storage 
Safe uses the biometrics of fingerprint recognition to access the 
pistol safe contents. This Gunvault Inc. Gun Storage case uses 
a high-performance algorithm to achieve speedy identification of 
enrolled fingerprints and ensure a very low False Reject Rate (FRR) 
for a given False Accept Rate (FAR). The self-learning algorithm of 
the GunVault Bio Gun Safe adds new minutiae to the fingerprint 
safe templates each time a user touches the pistol gun safe 
fingerprint sensor, which continually decreases the likelihood of 
FRR, updates slight changes that might occur over time to a user's 
fingerprint, and helps distinguish between multiple users' 
fingerprints. The Gunvault system can handle a maximum of thirty 
fingerprint templates. This gun safe offers optimum security for 
pistol storage. The heavy-gauge steel construction and high-
strength gun safe lock keeps no matter what, while the soft foam 
interior protects the finish of your handgun. Gun Storage goes 
high-tech with the Gunvault Biometric Fingerprint Safe. 
We are the place to buy gun cases and gun storage cabinets 
from the best manufacturers like GunVault. We stock rifle cases 
and storage for rifle scopes, as well as waterproof storage 
boxes and military gear bags which can be used to store and 
protect a pistol, rifle, shotgun, and all your shooting accessories. 
Buy safe when you buy a home safe - we back everything we sell 
with a 100% guarantee of satisfaction. We have product experts on 
staff who can help you find exactly what you need. 

Specifications for Gunvault Biometric Pistol 
Safe: 
Weight: 14 lbs 
Exterior 
dimensions: 

10.1" x 7.9" x 
14" 

Power source : 9-volt batteries 

Features of Gun-Vault Biometric Multi-Vault 
Pistol Safe: 



• Interior shelf for extra storage 
• Heavy-gauge steel housing. 
• Foam lining inside. 
• Tamper-proof, spring-loaded door. 
• Battery power supply lasts 1 year under normal conditions. 
• Blinking low-battery light. 
• Mounting gear included. 
• Interior courtesy light. 
• Power connection jack for external AC or DC power supply (adapter 

included). 
Audio and LED low battery warning.	  


